
Louisiana has been a leading state for Aviation & Aerospace since the birth of the industry. Home to 
NASA’s Michoud Assembly Facility, one of the largest manufacturing facilities in the world, Louisiana is 
paving the way for space exploration. Louisiana is also positioned as an international leader in 
cybersecurity capabilities, working through partnerships that align the unique resources of the state with 
2-year and 4-year education institutions and private sector organizations. Globally recognized companies 
have also established in the state and are benefiting from the sizeable workforce and strong talent 
pipeline that meets industry demands. Louisiana’s investments in workforce training programs and higher 
education assures future workforce demands are met as well, ensuring companies in Louisiana’s Aviation   
& Aerospace Industry will continue to experience growth and success.
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LOUISIANA
INDUSTRY GROWTH PROFILE
The Louisiana region has a 1.0% growth rate 
in the Aviation & Aerospace Industry the last 

5 years, compared to 0.0% in the nation.

There has been a 7.3% increase in the growth 
rate of Aviation, Space & Aerospace 
establishments from 2015 to 2020.
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10-YEAR GROWTH

Aircraft
Manufacturing27.3%

Louisiana is home to 
nearly 7,000 aerospace-

related employees.

TALENT PIPELINE //

7,000
Louisiana has 10 postsecondary programs linked to Aviation, Space 
& Aerospace at educational institutions including Louisiana State

University,  Grambling State University, University of Louisiana 
and Louisiana Tech University.

10 PROGRAMS
The Center for Secure Cyberspace

 is a collaboration between Louisiana Tech University 
and Louisiana State University created to support federal, 

state and private sector cyberspace security needs.

CYBERSPACE

INDUSTRY 
OVERVIEW //

– NASA
– Boeing

– Airbus
– Lockheed Aviation Services

– Northrop Grumman
– Metro Aviation

Michoud Assembly Facility in New Orleans provides vital support to NASA’s exploration and 
discovery missions and employs approximately 3,500 people.  With 2.2 million square feet of 
manufacturing space, Michoud is one of the largest manufacturing facilities in the world.


